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No matter if you lean left or right (or, somewhere in between), it's hard to think of American women in politics and not think of Hillary Clinton. But, long before Hillary Clinton, there were many more women in power. Archaeological evidence now suggests there was a time in history, when women ruled. Today’s politics, while still male-dominated, have seen a rise in more female politicians than ever before. And, throughout history, there have been females who not only yielded real political power, but sexual power, financial power and even a female pharaoh who sported a beard.

Cleopatra was known as the last pharaoh of Egypt and she was considered one of the most successful queens. Cleopatra spoke more than a dozen languages and was educated in mathematics, astronomy and philosophy. Under her rule, Egypt became more prosperous. It is well-known that she used her charm to seduce two powerful warlords of the Roman Empire—Julius Caesar and Mark Antony. Cleopatra chose Mark Antony because he was the considered the most powerful man after the fall of Caesar. Prior to her relationship with Antony, she engaged in a romantic relationship with Julius Caesar (who was rumored to have a thing for royal women). Both alliances helped propel her to political power and she was viewed as a role model for women in society.

Historians disagree on whether or not Cleopatra was as physically appealing as originally thought, but everyone agrees she had powerful charm—and, a fun side! There are rumors that she started a secret drinking society with her paramour, Marc Antony, where, according to History.com, one of the pair’s favorite activities “involved wandering the streets of Alexandria in disguise and playing pranks on its residents.” Augustus, the first leader of Rome, eventually censored official records of Rome, including important information on Cleopatra, and left only what information he wanted known to survive.

If Cleopatra had a counterpart, it was Pharaoh Hatshepsut, who reigned for almost 22 years in Ancient Egypt. Hatshepsut was the first and longest reigning pharaoh of Egypt, but one who isn’t widely known. Like Cleopatra, most of Hatshepsut’s history and legacy was erased by the incoming male in power. But what is recorded about Hatshepsut is that she reestablished Egypt’s trade networks, which helped to increase the country’s wealth. She also expanded Egypt’s trade routes, most notably with Punt, which was able to supply Egypt with gold, resin, wood, ivory, wild animals and the first-ever-known transplant of live myrrh trees. Under her direction, the second-tallest Egyptian obelisk was erected. In her depictions, Hatshepsut began to appear wearing a traditional pharaoh beard, king’s kilt and male body—as a way to assert her authority.

"She organized the largest-ever trade mission in her country’s history to the land of Punt," said Dr. Amanda Foreman on BBC.com. “Her legacy was peace and prosperity. But, even in Egypt, there’s a sting in the tale. We don’t know why, but after her death, the next Pharaoh literally defaced Hatshepsut from the public record. In a sense, she represents the fate of so many women, not just in the ancient world, but throughout all of history.”

Historically, women in China have held subordinate positions. And, while little progress has been made in regards to women’s rights (at present, women have finally been allowed to own property), there was a brief time when a woman ruled the country. Though it is alleged she schemed and murdered to get her position (not unlike politicians of today, sadly) from the year 684-705, Emperor Wu Zetian reigned—she is the only female emperor to ever rule China. Originally, the concubine of the emperor at the time, after his untimely death, Wu married his successor. Soon after that, the reigning emperor had a stroke, which left him debilitated and Wu assumed power. She stayed in power by appointing her various sons as emperors and making all the political decisions behind the scenes. During this time period, women enjoyed greater freedom than ever before.

"In order to challenge Confucian beliefs against rule by women, Wu began a campaign to elevate the position of women," states WomenInHistory.com. "She had scholars write biographies of famous women, and raised the position of her mother’s clan, by giving her relatives high political posts. She moved her court away from the seat of traditional male power and tried to establish a new dynasty. She said that the ideal ruler, was one who ruled like a mother does over her children." Wu Zetian eventually gave up power to one of her sons and died the same year.
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9-TO-5 OR SERVICE INDUSTRY:
Which Works Better For A Working Musician?
by Blazer Sparrow

The short answer is: neither.

If you actually want to make any money as a musician, and if you're dumb enough to follow the pipe dream of wanting to “make it,” you need to not have a job—at least, not have one that you want to keep for any extended period of time. This isn’t to say you need to be writing songs, rehearsing, practicing, busking, playing shitty dive bars, paying exorbitant amounts for recording time, networking with people who have possible record label connections all the fucking time. You don’t actually need to put too much time into this bullshit fantasy endeavor. Rather, you need to be available when opportunity knocks, at any given moment. You need to be able to say “yes,” when someone asks you to fly down to Los Angeles for a showcase (pro tip: move to Los Angeles—or, New York—you’re wasting your time anywhere else). You need to be able to take three months off to tour the coast that you don’t live on, because a more successful band likes you and wants you to support them on their tour, which hits actual venues and pays more than just drink tickets.

The punk rock, D.I.Y. ethos, has led all of us aspiring musicians to be broke and miserable, trying to support ourselves financially, while also living the dream of being a working musician. In order to make it, there’s a lot of nothing and then a lot of work, in a very short period of time—and, there’s no steady job that’s going to put up with it. You gotta be independently wealthy, have a sugar daddy (or mama), have rich parents that will support you indefinitely (and then turn into one of the hipster indie dance blah blah bands) or have some job where you make a lot of money in very little time and are beholden to no one. Dear strippers and drug dealers, why don’t more of you try out music career? You have the financial tools to do so! Like, seriously, why is there not an all-stripper rock band in Portland that puts Sleater-Kinney to shame?!

But, I digress.

Since such financial independence isn’t available to most of us lowly musician types, I will discuss the pros and cons of each work style and its conduciveness to a musician’s lifestyle.

Service Industry

This seems to be the most frequent “day” job for your average musician and that’s probably because the “day” part isn’t exactly accurate. Practically all your favorite local bands (especially in Portland) work at your favorite local bar, as well. This is mostly because the hours are the same. Get up at noon, fuck around for a while, show up at five, work until about midnight, then party until three. This doesn’t just go for playing local shitty dive bars, but also when on tour. Also, most studio time is booked at this time. All the good shit gets put to tape around 3am. No one recorded a masterpiece bright and early at 9am (yes, I know there are counterexamples, but I’m trying to make a point and be funny about it...you’re reading a strip club magazine, so give me some wiggle room).

Since the hours are the same, it has led to the people being the same. You’re not gonna meet the next Jack to your Meg or Big Boi to your Andre 3000, at an office. Music people are garbage people and are going to congregate at garbage jobs (don’t take offense—I’m one of you.) However, the service industry is going to attract other people who are also stupid enough to pursue music, so it’s a good networking hub. Brad from accounting probably doesn’t even know how to play tambourine, but the prep cook Chelsea actually shreds at guitar and is just doing this shit job to support her addictive music habit.

The massive downside, is since the hours are the same, you run into constant scheduling conflicts. I worked in the service industry for over ten years and every show, every studio session and every little mini tour was a nightmare and a half, trying to get time off. Since many food and beverage business owners don’t give a flying fuck about their employees, it is always your problem and you’re at the mercy of your coworkers to try to get shifts covered, so you can, you know, do the thing that defines you as a person. It is a neverending freight train of stress, trying to keep a steady job in the service industry and do good by your greedy, petty owner (plus your siblings-in-arms employees) and still make it to the next gig.

9-To-5

I’m not going to pretend to be an expert on the suit and tie, soul-crushing, worker-drone lifestyle. I’m new to it and going off of anecdotal evidence from friends. However, I will say that the very first thing that appealed to me about this kind of day-job-support-of-music-addiction was the schedule. There is really something magical about getting to say “yes” to any and all musical endeavors, because low and fucking behold, you get...wait for it...NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS OFF! The time when, you know, shows happen. In this sense, a boring office job seems more than ideal, if you want to be available for the opportunities your pipe dream will throw you.

However, there is a catch...

If you’ll refer back to the service-industry section, said “shows” will keep you up until three (or, sometimes four) in the morning. And, then, you gotta get up in four hours to be at the office on time. You’re still drunk from the night before and your nose is still bleeding from all the shitty coke you did. Hopefully, you have a cubicle or office where you can take a nap, without getting caught. You do make more money and you get this weird thing called P.T.O. (paid time off), which—if you’re an idiot like me—you’ll use to go on shitty tours in your shitty van, to shitty LA and back, in hopes that you can finally quit your shitty “actual day” job. And, it is nice to not ever have to worry about making a show. But, your average office job only offers two weeks of vacation time a year, and if you want to start showing that talent scout or band manager you mean business, you need six months out of the year to just fuck off to wherever they tell you to go.

Also, your average musician isn’t working as an office drone, so you’re not doing shit for networking and not meeting any potential musical soulmates. Even if the scheduling and money works out, unless you got a solid group of musicians already lined up for your passion project, you’ll find yourself alone in a cubicle, with dreams of grandeur. Plus, Brad from accounting can’t even play tambourine.
How To Get High With Your Family Members

The holidays are coming up, blah blah blah. I’ll save you the introductory paragraph that’s been said a thousand times and just cut to the chase: someone in your family smokes weed and you should be bonding with them. But, let’s say you want to get high with your cool uncle. What if you can’t tell which uncle of yours is the “cool” one (versus the uncle responsible for your repressed memories and severe aversion to cranberry sauce)? Well, dear reader, I’m here to help you blaze up with not just uncles, but cousins, grandparents, the neighbor’s kid or whoever else who you may suspect is down with the dabs on the d/l. There are several tactics that you may take, in order to find out who at the Thanksgiving dinner table is a down-low smoker, but here are a few that are guaranteed to work...

The Finger-Up-The-Butt Approach

Yeah, it’s a little odd to bring a booty poke analogy into a discussion about doing things with your aunt, but this is an adult magazine, so it works. Basically, you can just sort of sneak weed into the mix, while your relative-of-choice is outside smoking. Wait for Aunt Linda to light up a Pall Mall, then just blaze up your own pre-roll. This strategy relies on asking forgiveness—as opposed to permission—so, be ready to put that joint out and pretend like it didn’t happen, should you receive a dirty look, instead of a “pass it this way” glance. But, in most cases, you can bring up something like cancer to refute any opposition to your secondhand blunt smoke—thankfully, cigarettes have absorbed much of the smoker stigma that was once reserved forstoners. And, this is justified—there’s no tobacco medibles, or nicotine dabs. Clearly, cannabis has surpassed tobacco in more ways than one.

Reverse Psychology

Weed is becoming legal in more and more states, and the discussion surrounding it is, thus, more and more appropriate (at least in terms of bringing it up at the Thanksgiving dinner table). So, the strategy here is to express hesitation, or even all-out opposition, to the idea of legal cannabis. The first one of your family members to pull a “...well, actually...” is secretly hiding a dab pen in their purse or coat. Even though this approach seems disingenuous, if you pull it off, it will actually result in weed being passed to you, as opposed to you having to provide it. Yeah, you’ll have to act like you don’t know what you’re doing when you go to take a hit, but the fact remains—the largest amounts of free drugs are given to those who express the least amount of interest in doing them. Think about it—if you tell your bro friends, “Nah, man, I don’t think I wanna stay up all night doing cocaine and hookers,” your buddies will attempt to twist your arm, and in many cases, will pay for said cocaine and hookers. But, if you call them up and say, “Hey man, I could really use some cocaine and hookers right about now,” they’ll probably tell you to purchase them on your own. Weed works the same way.

The Lesser-Evil Approach

Let’s say you haven’t seen grandma for a few years and she asks you, “So, what have you been up to?” You answer honestly, “Well, I was doing really well in school, but I got lazy and went on a Fortnite binge, before dropping out and working at a dispensary. Now, I date a 23-year-old and go to rap concerts.” Grandma weeps in shame. Now, let’s say you switched it up. “Well, grandma, I was living in the gutter, sucking dick for a new drug called Herotoxicaine, which turns users into cannibalistic monsters, who eat babies and openly support left-leaning, third-party candidates. But, thankfully, I’m no longer a junkie, because I kicked my Herotoxicaine habit by switching to cannabis. I’m now a successful video game tester in a wonderful relationship with someone healthy enough to birth your great-grandchild.” Perspective is everything. At this point, you could probably dab up at the dinner table, and everyone would applaud you for sticking to your recovery plan.

The Semi-Cosby Approach

I do not recommend this approach, but as long as you don’t do anything that violates your target family member’s physical boundaries, it can be fun. All you have to do is bring some ready-to-eat weed butter to the family gathering. Then, just leave it on the counter. That’s right—simple and blunt (no pun intended and no blunt required). Everyone should know not to eat it, as the shit will be green and it will taste (and smell) like weed. Unless you’re part of one of those weird “we allow our kids to roam around the kitchen and just access the butter themselves” type of families, everything should be fine. Sooner or later, your cousin Patty will toss some on her potato—your duty as a responsible family member is to make sure that Patty is placed safely on the couch, in front of that Snoopy special, where Charlie Brown gets high as fuck and starts seeing imaginary pumpkins. Then, if anyone wonders why the whole family is baked off their asses, just blame that chemical that supposedly exists in turkey.
Man, is November problematic...we've got elections, the whole indigenous-people-versus-Thanksgiving thing...oh, I'm sorry. Did I say "man" at the beginning of this column? I'm sorry. Let's start over. Okay, you people, so this month we...wait, back up. Ahem. LOYAL READERS, may I present to you the least controversial Thanksgiving-related issue of Exotic we've ever presented...later. This one? Well, it deals lots of fun stuff. Jonas explores the difference between sex with Muslims and Jews. Wombstretcha discusses how to carry over your Halloween costume to Thanksgiving. We've got a column from a die-hard liberal who is voting Republican this year. We've even got a full page dedicated to evaluating the best breasts on this side of the country. Dearest readers, let Exotic be your escape from the alt-whatever is dominating your social media newsfeed. But, first, to the news!

Deep Within The Belly Of Miss Exotic Oregon

Okay, I made that sound a bit dramatic, but that's my style. We are currently in the mid-rounds of Oregon's longest-running exotic dancer contest. It's like Polerotica, plus Ink 'N' Pink combined, times ten, to the power of a naked lady, multiplied by fantastic showmanship—and this is not an exaggeration. If you're reading this, flip to page 29 (or, just check the Spotlight section at the end of this column) for upcoming qualifier rounds. No, it's currently not too late to enter, if you haven't already (and, you're looking at this early in the month). But, yes, it might be too late, by the time you late-comers actually read this. So, the best move is to just act now, before your chance at cash, prizes and a cover shoot for January's Exotic goes up in smoke.

Rest In Peace To Sex Worker Advocate And Industry Mogul Dennis Hof

Headlines these days are garbage. If you've had the misfortune of reading about how a, quote, "dead pimp won the election in Nevada," chances are, you're looking at partisan clickbait. The truth is, a beloved and well-respected member of the legal, tax-paying and upstanding sex industry was taken from us last month. Because Bunny Ranch owner and legal sex pioneer, Dennis Hof, passed away after the ballots went out, there is a chance that his name will be reported as the initial winner of a Nevada election, but then, his name will be discarded, before Nevada hands the Nevada State Assembly District 36 Representative (sounds boring) vote to whoever lands second place. As far as the term "pimp," a pimp is someone who exploits women off of the street, abiding by their own laws, own ethics and own moral standards—many of which aren't exactly up to par in terms of being legal and safe. Modern brothels, on the other hand, are clean, legal and safe—for both the customers and the employees. Without people like Dennis Hof, actual pimps would be in greater number. Yes, I know it's campaign season and it seems that anyone who votes right of Stalin will be targeted, but the man is dead and I think we could, ya know, show some respect?

Nevada is an odd place—in Vegas, you're allowed to gamble away your savings in minutes flat, before taking shots of booze on the sidewalk, but legal prostitution does not exist until you're outside of the city limits. However, once you reach the outskirts, Nevada is home to some of the safest environments for sex workers in our country. Plus, they're good for the community—from having The Bunny Ranch offer free services to troops returning from duty, to speaking on university campuses and even extending an olive branch to naysayer talk show hosts, such as Oprah and Dr. Phil, Dennis Hof was a visible advocate for the sex industry. Hof was President of The Nevada Brothel Owners' Association, as well as a lobbyist for the group. Again noting his public presence, Hof was historically open and unapologetic about his owning a chain of brothels. With a stigma surrounding our industry still present (it's the current year, folks), folks like Hof are crucial. And, with Hof no longer with us, that means we have one less person speaking up for our rights.

Hof died in Crystal Nevada, at The Love Ranch, peacefully in his sleep at the age of 72. Of note, he celebrated his birthday two days earlier, so it is bittersweet to know that a celebration of Hof's life occurred only a few dozen hours before he left this planet. Godspeed, Dennis Hof—next month, Exotic will feature a full article regarding your life, your accomplishments and some actual facts to clarify what happened (and, still may happen) with the election.

Big Boss Aaron Ross Goes Viral

I recently had the pleasure of catching up with Aaron Ross, Portland's own "King Of Late Night" and a staple of the stripper-adjacent community. The latest project to be birthed from Ed Forman creator and all-around-dope comedian Ross, is a YouTube show called Training Wheels. I was sent some screeners and goddamn—I enjoyed it! Plus, I'm sick of comedy...so very, very sick of Portland comedy. So, Training Wheels gets the Exotic seal of approval. Plus, it stars a ton of strippers. Here's what Ed...excuse me, Aaron had to say:

Exotic: Training Wheels is a show about putting together a talk show, starring Portland's own talk show favorite. Where did the idea of Talkshowception originate? Is this a "prequel" to all things Aaron Ross?

Aaron Ross: "Talkshowception, I like that! Yes, Training Wheels is a comedy show about creating a comedy show—a sitcom about creating a D.I.Y., late-night talk show. But, the show's origins are ac-
tually rooted in heartbreak. So, the pilot episode showcases a painful breakup and the question, ‘Can we keep doing this?’ As in, performing for peanuts, partying until the sun comes up, chasing the dream while lacking the ability to maintain relationships, paying bills, moving out of mom’s house or learning how to ride a bicycle (the latter two are true of Ross’s co-star, Jordan Paladino). And, the answer was, ‘yes.’ The show reflects that time in your life, when you know exactly what you want to do with it, but you don’t know how to do it.”

Exotic: So, where does Ed Forman fit into this whole thing? Are you two still on speaking terms?

Aaron Ross: “Ed Forman, my boozy, libidinous, polyester-clad, alter ego, has been trapped under a pile of scantily clad strippers for the past few years, with little desire to escape. However, he did make an appearance in my one-man show, ‘Al Gore Memorial High School,’ earlier this year and is ready to EDspire, EDucate and EDtertain once again, now that we’ve both relocated to Ross Angeles.”

Exotic: While many of the stars and cameos of Training Wheels are Portland strippers and/or celebrities from the area, who plays your dad?

Aaron Ross: “The actor who (very believably) plays my dad is local actor, Kevin Martin. While neither a stripper nor celebrity, Kevin created a really strong character that personifies the type of father who is supportive of their performer child, but doesn’t fully understand their choices to be a struggling artist.”

Exotic: Bouncing from the above, how much of Training Wheels is based in reality and how much has been re-written for fictional purposes?

Aaron Ross: “Much of Training Wheels is based in reality. A decade of creating a live, late-night talk show in the Rose City gave us a lot of fodder. We’ve actually had rockstars freak out on our live show and smash their equipment, we’ve chugged beers off 100-foot zip-lines (and out of phallic bongs), I’ve hosted many oddball strip club contests and have had dancers make it rain on the local weatherman. Creating Training Wheels has also inspired real firsts that were caught on film, like in Training Wheels: Episode 2, when I really try to teach my co-star Jordan to ride a bicycle (and, he failed) or when Jordan created a BDSM sex tape and got dominated in Training Wheels: Episode 6.”

Exotic: The musical score contains some hidden gems—was the song about the hardware store written exclusively for the show? I particularly enjoyed the “royalty-free mumble” version of “You’re [The Best (Around)]” or whatever it was called.

Aaron Ross: “‘The Hardware Store Is A Metaphor’ was written exclusively for the show, as was ‘Club In The Club,’ ‘Skully Rap’ and the mumbled/alt-lyric version of ‘You’re The Best In Town.’ Many of these songs are tributes to the Team America gag of using music that describes exactly what’s going on in a scene. We always found that added some silly, stupid, extra levels to the comedy, if you’re paying attention. Also, one of Training Wheels’ hallmarks is that each episode features a local musician who scored a scene in it, too—it’s the gift and the curse. As for the idea of more Training Wheels, the ten episodes being self-released on YouTube this year encompass the full arc that we wanted to showcase. Having said that, we are open to doing more if a company or investor want to throw us a few Bitcoins, shekels or drink tickets that have any cash value. If you watch the thirty-minute finale, you’ll get that feeling during the emotional cliffhanger, which ALSO features the longest ’69 joke in history. That’s Training Wheels... honest, heartfelt and stupid.”

Exotic: Where does the show go from here? When will the training wheels come off? Have any big studios seen the potential yet, or will they be kicking themselves for not investing while you’re at the one-dollar-Bitcoin stage of development?

Aaron Ross: “In my personal life, the Training Wheels have been coming off for years—the creation of the show itself and moving to LA reflect that. But, they’ll never truly come off, because that’s what being a performer is all about—you live in a perpetual state of arrested development, another fun, hidden gem.”
Let's (Continue To) Talk About Sex

This month’s writer-turned-reader showcase, *Let’s Talk About Sex*, goes down at 7pm on Monday, November 12, at Jack London Review. November’s roster features a slew of fantastic talent, including Jennifer Robin, Richie Stratton, Wendy Weiss and Theresa Kennedy-Dupay, plus host Dan DePrez, as always. From the press kit:

“Richie Stratton a popular Portland-based comedian who has appeared in print often. Wendy Weiss is known both as a veteran Portland comedian and as a performer at Mary’s Club and Devil’s Point. Jennifer Robin is the author of *Death Confetti* and other works—she’s an experienced performance artist and liter-atrix. Theresa Kennedy-Dupay is a Portland novelist and writer of essays, poems and more. Dan DePrez started Portland’s first comedy open mic, before going on to have successful careers as both a comedian and writer.”

Sounds fun, right? Comedy, sex, words...all of these things are the reason you enjoy Exotic, so perhaps you should plan to be at Jack London Review on Monday, November 12.

AmberRed Calendar Release

Speaking of the Jack London Review, industry photographer and friend of Exotic, AmberRed, is releasing her latest calendar, Monday, November 5, at the historic downtown venue. A fitting location for AmberRed’s 2019 Wicked Ink Calendar release, the event goes down from 7pm-11pm. Chances are, you’ll see at more than a few of your favorite local dancers make an appearance in the calendar.
FIVE SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS WITH FIVE DIFFERENT RELIGIONS

BY JONAS BARNES

I'm not going to lie and say I'm some swinging-dick Lothario or something—I'm not that at all. My dick is acceptable, but not big. Like, when it's fuck time and my dick comes out, she knows she isn't getting hurt...physically or emotionally. It does the job and it's always served me well, but I haven't racked up any huge numbers. What I have done, however, is fucked a large variety. I don't have a "type" that I stick to, so I'm open to all sorts of looks. I'm attracted to many different things and it's led to a wide range of partners. Up until recently, I had never put any thought into what a person's religion meant in the bedroom. After looking into it, though, it turns out they're drastically different (for the most part). So, here's five sexual encounters with five different religions.

Mormon

One of my earliest sexual partners was a Mormon girl (I'm not dropping names in any of these stories, just so you know). But, yeah, early in my sex life. I was dating a girl that was pretty staunchly Mormon. She'd grown up in the church and was active with LDS (Latter Day Saints) members, so it was surprising to me that she was physical at all. She was a sweetheart of a girl, but she was definitely sheltered. By the time I got with her, I'd had maybe three partners. She wasn't a virgin, but I think I was the second person she'd been with. The sex was very "paint-by-numbers," but you wanna know something? The foreplay was fucking amazing and she was probably the most attentive lover I've ever had. Don't sleep on the Mormon foreplay—that shit's fire.

Catholic

Oh, you crazy Catholics. I need to make something clear in the beginning here—there are a hell of a lot of different Catholics. There's traditional, practicing Catholics. There's old school Catholics. There are Roman Catholics and more. Those Catholics are all over the place. This girl, specifically, was raised Catholic, had rosary tattoos and quoted scripture. She also had a wine problem and an insatiable appetite for anal sex. I'm not kidding even a little bit—this woman loved anal like fat kids love pastries (if they fucked pastries). Here's the kicker, though: it took forever for sex to happen. She was awesome, fun, a little nuts and absolutely did not fuck on the first date. She made me work for it and it was worth every single second of that work. Our relationship didn't work out, sadly, but she's one of my most loyal and best friends to this day.

Full-Blown Satanist

"Satanism" is a term that has been shit on for so long. People assume it's blood sacrifices, worshiping in the middle of a pentagram, necromancy and Marilyn Manson, 24/7. But, it isn't that at all, you closed-minded fucks. It's a philosophy, more than anything—it celebrates enjoying life and all of its pleasures—all the ooga booga horseshit just happens to be a fun side quest. So, yeah, some of the best sex I've ever had in my entire life was with a Satanist. We were dating for a while and one of the highlights of the relationship, absolutely, was the sex. We went to a couple orgies, some BDSM dungeon parties and fucked in a cemetery—twice. She was also the reason I found out I was a dom in the bedroom. All through my early sex life, I was convinced I was a sub because of past trauma, until she called me on it. Best revelation-ship ever!

Jewish

I honestly think that Jewish women are unfairly stereotyped as frumpy or homely, especially now that I live in NYC (side note: there is nothing wrong with either of those things at all). I'm gonna say it right now, though; Jewish women are gorgeous and not frumpy, at all. Jewish women that have grown up in a religious household absolutely have more conservative looks and personalities—it's how they're raised. Wanna know what else, though? When you're in a sexual relationship with someone on the more conservative side, they're usually incredibly experimental. They're curious and they like to explore the sexuality of their partner. My two experiences with a Jewish partner were very much the same in that sense. Our sex life was all over the map, and I think, through exploring boundaries, that we helped each other understand ourselves more and it made our experiences that much better.

Muslim

So, this one was definitely the shocker of my sexual lifetime. As you've read above, I've done a lot of shit. I've been all over the map, sexually speaking. The east coast has a very heavy Muslim population, so the chances of you dating a Muslim are high. I'm gonna tell you this right now: I've never, ever had crazier and more fun sex than with a Muslim. The others aren't even close. We're taking miles of gaps in between. This girl was one of my most recent partners and we broke up because our schedules just didn't work well. But, holy mother of jumping fuck, was the sex amazing. This woman was STUNNING and fucked like it was an Olympic sport that she had to get the gold medal in. In hindsight, I think it was because she was busy all the time—sometimes, you gotta go fuck in a park on the lunch break.

I wrote this article because I want people to enjoy themselves and stop looking at religion as a roadblock. Stop stereotyping people. Love each other, enjoy each other, learn from each other and step outside of your comfort zone every once in a while. We're all just people that like to enjoy life. And, honestly, what's more enjoyable than cumming?
Tiffany
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It's that time of year again! Skeletons, ghosts and ghouls of all sorts come out on this day. I'm referring, of course, to November-ween—known to some as “Thanksgiving” (but, mostly only by weirdos). Whatever you call it, though, it's important that you have a game plan for the day's festivities.

The most important part of this holiday—aside from the Mighty Feast, of course—is your costume. In this article, I'll try and go through some ideas, tips and tricks, which will make your Novemberween one to remember.

1. Sex It Up

It's an occasion to dress how you like, as long as it conforms to a theme that is related to the holiday, which is vague at best. Most people use this as an excuse to sex themselves up, and while I know people complain about this entirely too much, I'm just going to come right out and say it: there is nothing wrong with a sexy costume.

Some suggestions:
- Sexy Turkey
- Sexy Pilgrim
- Sexy Cornucopia
- Erotic Cranberry Sauce
- Salacious Squanto
- Sexy Football
- Lascivious Dining Table Centerpiece
- Gourd

2. Think Practically

The tendency to push things too far with your costume, so that yours might be the grandest of them all in the costume contest, is a common one.

However, few people consider the practical utility of their costume. Remember, you'll be going door-to-door, likely for several hours—collecting sauces, sides and garnishes from people in your neighborhood—while gleeful shouts of “sauce or sass” fill the crisp fall air. Will your costume look as good when it's covered in gravy? No? Perhaps your white-sheet “Ghost Of Thanksgiving Past” costume wasn't the best idea. Maybe, you ought to go with your fall-back plan of “Football Domestic Violence,” instead. Also, remember to bring plenty of sturdy, waterproof containers. Nothing is as disappointing as losing that hard-earned ladle of precious gravy, because it leaked out of its sandwich bag on the walk home.

4. Don't Forget #3

5. Be Clever

Yes, after last year, everyone wants to dress up as Kanye with his tongue stuck to a frozen flagpole, but how many Kanye-Stuck-To-A-Flagpole costumes are going to be out wandering around? I can guarantee at least a half dozen.

You have to think creatively. And, if that means making a Chinese-Food-Take-Out-Box costume to commemorate that year when everyone ended up at Savage Ming's Szechuan Garden, because the turkey got eaten by the neighbor's dogs, so be it. Bonus points if you can use your costume to obtain the coveted last turkey leg—either through impressing the Poultry Steward or by seducing (or, possibly robbing) them.

6. Temper Your Rage

It's very clear that you and Aunt Barbara don't get along. However, you might just end up making the situation worse with your “Person Holding A Picture of Aunt Barbara With A Coconut Stuck Up Her Ass” costume, which is just you holding a framed picture of Aunt Barbara standing in her kitchen.

Break bread, not heads. Perhaps, dress up as a loaf of bread—broken not by a pro wrestler's expertly applied belly-to-back suplex, but by friendship and love.

8. Accommodate The Kids

The holiday is for all ages, but we know it's really the kids who get the most out of it with all the exciting activities, fun costumes, delicious foodstuffs and lifelong memories.

Kids love the tradition of bobbing for meatballs in grandma's galvanized washtub full of brown gravy—like everyone's done, just as their forebears did—but, after that's over with, most folks run out of ideas. If you have the craftiness, you can try to make a costume that is not only festive, but doubles as an activity, too.

Kids won't even know they'd suckle from the many apple-y teats of Octopopple: The Eight-Titted Cider Demon, unless she shows up. If that sounds too intimidating, just dress as something with a pouch or satchel, where you can hide turkey jerky bites to hand out to the youngsters.

Okay, so, armed with these costume tips, you should be more than ready to take the holiday head-on and be the best-dressed one at the Novemberween table, or at least not be cast into The Holiday Shaming Corner with all the cat litter and whiskey-soaked confetti.

Remember, the holidays aren't about the stress and worries of adult life, but they are instead about celebrating the rebirth of thanking—like the pilgrims did, when they first brought buckled hats to the New World, many centuries ago.

Be safe out there!

-WSTM

Wombstretcha The Magnificent is a public education critic, horse race enthusiast, guy who will do rails of “Lik-M-Aid,” writer and retired rapper from Portland, OR. He can be found at Wombstretcha.com, on Twitter as @Wombstretcha503 and on Facebook by name.
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As the seasons change and the dark, cold, rainy weather returns once again, we approach a traditional time of family, community and togetherness. In that spirit, we would like to offer you some of the finest recipes for your family gatherings. Events like these can be joyous and celebratory, but also stressful—and, what better way to relieve that stress, than through copious amounts of food and drink? There’s nothing like a trip to the emergency room, after dad cuts part of his finger off while carving the turkey during a contentious political dispute, to unite us.

**Aunt Jean’s Perfect Stuffing**
- 2 cups plain breadcrumbs.
- ½ cup poorly veiled disappointment that you’re not going to college.
- 6 tablespoons of embarrassed silence, after your girlfriend tells you she found a drawer filled with sex toys in your parent’s bathroom.
- 1 cup of choked-down bile, after Aunt Linda brings up her vitriolic hatred of (insert minority group here).
- 3 teaspoons of either dread or relief (optional), when dad reveals he’s brought whiskey.
- 2 hard eye rolls, followed by a disapprovingly sharp sigh from Grandma Pearl, when Grandpa Al starts going on about what you’re going to do with your life.
- 45 minutes of Monica trying to explain why veganism is the only socially responsible diet.
- 2 cups of bongwater that her fucking boyfriend spilled on your bedroom carpet.
- 2 spices you’ve never heard of, that can only be purchased at New Seasons and cost more than cocaine.
- 3 pinches of your singed nose hairs, after her boyfriend stretches his arms next to you. Dear God.
- 2 ½ cups of tolerant silence, as she explains why “food is political” and Thanksgiving dinner is just a way to celebrate the dominance of the white man and his cultural appropriation of native peoples.
- ½ cup of Quinoa, because she puts that shit in everything.

Bake at 375° F for however long it takes for her and her boyfriend to get stoned enough, that they stop trying to convince everyone that the Free Tibet movement is still relevant.

**Uncle Tony’s Spiced Rum Loaf**
- 1 ½ cups all-purpose flour.
- No, wait Monica’s got a gluten allergy.
- 10 heartfelt apologies as you try to jimmy open the hallway to weep softly.
- 14 generous pinches of awkward conversation with Jimmy, the cousin who’s in prison, that for some reason your aunt feels the need to put on speakerphone with the family every year, as she retreats into the hallway to weep softly.
- 2 tablespoons of drunken overshare from Mom. Things you REALLY didn’t want to know.
- 2 teaspoons of drunken overshare from Mom. Things you REALLY didn’t want to know.
- 5-6 obnoxiously liberal (including not one, but two Hillary) bumper stickers on your sister’s powder blue Prius.
- 2 spices you’ve never heard of, that can only be purchased at New Seasons and cost more than cocaine.
- 3 pinches of your singed nose hairs, after her boyfriend stretches his arms next to you. Dear God.
- 2 ½ cups of tolerant silence, as she explains why “food is political” and Thanksgiving dinner is just a way to celebrate the dominance of the white man and his cultural appropriation of native peoples.
- ½ cup of Quinoa, because she puts that shit in everything.

Bake at 375° F for however long it takes for her and her boyfriend to get stoned enough, that they stop trying to convince everyone that the Free Tibet movement is still relevant.

**Grandma Pearl’s Glazed Ham**
- One 12 lb. ham bought from your local butcher.
- One shrieking, pre-pubescent teenage cousin throwing his Playstation controller through the window when the internet connection goes out in the middle of his Fortnite game.
- 5-6 obnoxiously liberal (including not one, but two Hillary) bumper stickers on your sister’s powder blue Prius.
- 2 hard eye rolls, followed by a disapprovingly sharp sigh from Grandma Pearl, when Grandpa Al starts going on about what you’re going to do with your life.
- 45 minutes of Monica trying to explain why veganism is the only socially responsible diet.
- 2 cups of bongwater that her fucking boyfriend spilled on your bedroom carpet.
- 2 spices you’ve never heard of, that can only be purchased at New Seasons and cost more than cocaine.
- 3 pinches of your singed nose hairs, after her boyfriend stretches his arms next to you. Dear God.
- 2 ½ cups of tolerant silence, as she explains why “food is political” and Thanksgiving dinner is just a way to celebrate the dominance of the white man and his cultural appropriation of native peoples.
- ½ cup of Quinoa, because she puts that shit in everything.

Bake at 425° F while you surreptitiously try to feed the dog your share of Monica’s Casserole, but he’s not having any of that shit. Reduce heat to 350°F before you sneak outside for a joint.

**Traditional Pumpkin Pie**
- One pie shell.
- 2 tablespoons of drunken overshare from Mom. Things you REALLY didn’t want to know.
- 5 tablespoons of tense conversation that leads to a drunken, shirtless brawl between dad and Joe, because they can’t agree about the Colin Kaepernick thing.
- 2 teaspoons cinnamon.
- 10 heartfelt apologies as you try to jimmy open the bathroom door, while your girlfriend threatens between sobs to cut herself because you “liked” an ex’s picture on Facebook, and your grandma needs to pee.

Bake at 425° F while you surreptitiously try to feed the dog your share of Monica’s Casserole, but he’s not having any of that shit. Reduce heat to 350°F before you sneak outside for a joint.

Every holiday season starts with a sense of hope, optimism, and togetherness; but invariably ends with wondering how you could get away with premeditated murder, and a total inability to understand why tradition forces you to spend even one more fucking second with Monica and her revolving door of dreadlock-sporting, braindead, man-child boyfriends.

Ultimately, we must all ask ourselves if we actually want to pull into that driveway, or just turn around, go home and get drunk alone.
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Part of being a classic liberal is the ability to be utterly disgusted by your own people. When I hear of white dudes getting probation or less for rape or white cops getting a weekend of paid vacation for shooting a black kid, I get disgusted with my race. When I see powerful billionaires lying through their teeth to avoid legitimate accusations of harassment and assault, I get disgusted with my gender. So, it only makes sense that when I see Democrats acting like over-emotional children, who thrive on bigotry, anger, prejudice and hatred, I get disgusted with my party. Thankfully, white dudes are getting woke, racial profiling is going down and men are being taught that consent is important. However, my fellow Democrats are stuck in park, sniffing their own farts and rubbing themselves while scrolling through the headlines. So, I’m going to go ahead and give every single one of my votes to the first “R” I see on my ballot. Here are three reasons why...

Political Parties Have Become Sports Teams

No, I’m not talking about athletes getting involved in politics—that’s coincidental. Rather, I’m pointing out how, much like sports, Democrats and Republicans are basically the Mets and the Yankees. When someone’s team wins, they chalk it up to skill, but when they lose, it’s due to a bad referee, favoritism or some other advantage, and this is usually followed by riots and property destruction—current-year Democrats refuse to acknowledge a single good thing done by anyone right of Stalin. For instance, Donald Trump could cure cancer and fix the global warming, and in response, Democrats would all take up smoking, just to spite the guy. The same thing goes both ways—to quote Hillary, “Yes, it’s worth it,” when we kill hundreds of children in a Democrat-sponsored war. There is no rational human being that can defend this as anything other than rabid fandom—no different than Raiders fans torching their neighborhood after a losing (or, hell, winning) game. So, instead of rooting for my home town’s team because I want to focus on what’s good for my community, I’m being forced to choose between two national teams—neither of which represent my interests, but one of which is currently deciding not to play dirty.

Take a look at the Brett Kavanaugh case and notice how the headlines present as dealing with sexual assault, men in power and believing survivors. Then, take a look at the list of women who have accused Bill Clinton of sexual assault—not during high school, but while the guy was holding public office. You will find two very different narratives. We don’t care about sexual assault, unless it’s at the hands of the other team. Don’t believe me? Hillary and Bill are currently on a speaking tour. Imagine if Brett and Ashley were asking for a few grand to hear them speak. Oh, you don’t know who Ashley is? Huh. That’s odd, considering it’s the woman who is currently, by proximity, most affected by Kavanaugh’s drunken rage and groping hands—she’s also a female Republican, so her voice is worth less, right? This is why your team is losing—you’re making up your own rules to justify blind allegiance. Personally, I support the idea of listening to all women—even those who vote differently. Apparently, this makes me a radical.

Most people are getting the dialogue surrounding sexual assault completely wrong—you’ve got traumatized women survivors, who are finally finding the courage to come forward, speaking out against men, who, as a whole, are terrified of false accusations, when the real issue has absolutely nothing to do with gendered violence: the first question our society asks a rape victim is, “How do you vote?” Then, the same question is asked of the accused. Finally, the verdict is determined by social media, before a trial date is even set. “Testimony, shmestimony...is she a Democrat? Fire whoever she accused. Oh, wait, she’s a Democrat who voted for Jill Stein? In that case, the bitch is lying.”

Now, let’s say you make less than fifty grand per year, live in a one-bedroom house in a working-class neighborhood and vote as an independent: none of the peanut gallery cares if you’re a sexual assault survivor. Are you a single, conservative mom living in a studio apartment, after her husband died in a factory? Yeah, you can just take a back seat, Ms. Deplorable. Much like “All Lives Matter” seems to imply “I’m not a fan of black people and I wish they’d shut up about getting shot all the time,” the phrase “believe all women” seems to imply a qualifier, that being, “...if they’re useful to the Democratic party platform.” Regardless of whether you’re a skeptic or an empath, you can probably agree that something happened to Dr. Ford (Kavanaugh’s most high-profile accuser), so she deserves justice, professional therapy and legal counseling. But, it was the Democratic party who outed her, against her wishes, in a court that has literally no jurisdiction over the charges filed—all in an effort to discount “the other team” and their nomination for quarter-back...excuse me, Supreme Court Justice.

I no longer want to be affiliated with a political party that uses a rape victim as a tool for political gain.

The “Dictionary Definition Defense” Requires Mental Gymnastics

Recently, my YouTube browsing time has been less devoted to political or cultural commentary, and more focused on cryptocurrency schemes, cat videos and the “10 Places You Aren’t Allowed To Visit Because Of Snakes” clips provided by clickbait channels. Thus, I haven’t really been up on the latest protests, public freakouts or outrage-of-the-week news stories—I’m out of the loop. So, to be honest, as of late, I have an extremely hard time differentiating between far-left and far-right factions—grown children screaming at each other in the middle of the street all blend together, unless you’re really paying attention. So, this is how I ended up being labeled “problematic” when I shared a video of Antifa beating up old ladies, with a commentary along the lines of, “what the actual fuck, guys?”

Upon sharing the footage of teenagers—faces hidden by bandanas—assaulting nonpartisan elderly women with metal objects, I was quickly informed that this group “does not represent Antifa,” and
TERED DEMOCRAT IS VOTING ALL-RED FOR 2018

that AntiFa is not an official group, but, rather, anyone who identifies as anti-fascist. “The dictionary definition of AntiFa simply means ‘anti-fascist,’ and if you disagree with this, you’re defending the alt-right,” folks would tell me. But, I’ve heard this type of logic applied before, back when I questioned a self-proclaimed ‘feminist’ news article that called for mass chemical castration of men—in an effort to save society and put an end to all the sexist video games, body-shaming advertisements, scientific advancements and medicine created by the patriarchy. “If you believe in the social and economic equality of men and women, you’re a feminist—that’s what the definition says.” So, if I don’t want my dick chopped off to pay for the sins of rich white guys in public office, I’m a misogynist?

Okay, then. So, “the dictionary definition says...” has become gospel? Hold on for a second, while I flip to the definition of “gender” and see how well it holds up against concepts of transphobia. Or, perhaps we can skip directly to the definition of “fascism” and see how well the phrase, “a tendency toward or actual exercise of strong autocratic or dictatorial control,” applies to politically-motivated actors, who are blocking rush-hour traffic, shutting down websites, demanding that language policing be made into law and calling for violence on behalf of whatever movement the people conducting it support. I mean, if an autistic alien landed on Earth today, with zero reference of culture other than a dictionary and five minutes on YouTube, they would agree that, by definition, fascism not only exists at the far-right and alt-right demonstrations, but it also appears to show up in black-and-red bandanas and pink pussy hats.

Therefore, the “But, muh definitions, ree...” argument is beyond fallacious—yet, it’s surprisingly easy to get caught up in. Well-intended movements that turn toxic are often presented in the same way that, say, legal opiates are presented as “not heroin” or McDonald’s salads are presented as a “healthy alternative” to burgers (by the way, the salads have twice as many calories). Has no one read 1984? “War is peace, freedom is slavery, ignorance is strength,” remember that?

Applying mirror-opposite meanings to malleable language is not only a tool used by postmodernists on a daily basis, but it’s an equally effective way to implement covert fascism. Postmodernism and Hitler go together like Netflix and documentaries about Hitler. That dude who roundhouse kicked a female last month, before going viral and getting fired by his female employers? He identifies as a “pro-choice feminist.” Cops who shoot black kids for brandishing the wrong color of candy bar? They are labeled as “public servants who protect citizens.” And, the German families who ratted out their Polish neighbors, so they could be sent die in ovens and showers? They were just being “good citizens.” Notice how these examples are partisan in practice, but damn near identical in concept—control language and you can justify behavior—with equally disastrous outcomes.

I no longer want to be affiliated with a political party that uses cult-like manipulation of language to put out the fires sparked by free speech and independent thought.

The “Pet Minority” Syndrome Is Too Common On The Left

Remember when Kanye West was recognized as a “strong black man with a powerful and confident voice” for calling out George W. Bush and his bullshit treatment of Katrina victims? Now, do you remember Kanye West being called an “Uncle Tom coon who sold his own people out” by engaging in a discussion about prison reform with Donald Trump? Isn’t it weird, how both of these universes exist, simultaneously, and are governed by a media comprised of mostly well-off, white, state-school-educated liberals?

Say, speaking of the related-to-a-Kardashian brand of celebrity, remember when Caitlyn Jenner was a “strong trans woman” for coming out, posing on the cover of Vanity Fair and bringing non-binary acceptance into the mainstream? Also, do you remember a few weeks later, when she declared support for Donald Trump and became a gender-approprating “rich white man,” who is a fair target for transphobic jokes on all sides? Again, isn’t it funny how a woke-ass, gender-is-a-construct, “I’m so fucking open-minded that you can see my hippocampus from space” crowd runs both of these narratives?

If you take issue with the Confederate flag (which you should—they lost), but take no issue with the Communist flag (which you should—they lost, too), it makes sense that you’d be anti-slavery, while at the same time, able to determine exactly what type of black person Kanye West needs to be or exactly what type of woman Caitlyn Jenner is. But, last time I checked, stereotypes and prejudice are bad things. The same literature that taught me about this radical concept was also written by the same person who taught me to rhyme “cat” with “hat.” No visit to Yale is required to obtain these cutting-edge academic journals.

But, alas, the alt-left, as usual, has a series of buzzwords on deck—to be used as ammunition for anyone who doesn’t fit their mold. For instance, a black, transgender...
woman who attends a Christian church and votes in a conservative fashion because she owns a small business, well, she's just experiencing "internalized racism and/or internalized misogyny," thanks to years of brainwashing from the capitalist white supremacist patriarchy. Now, her roommate? The cis female white lady who grew up with two cars, three horses and a trust fund? Well, she is oppressed beyond belief, because she was once asked about the accent she picked up while backpacking through Dubai. Don't you get it? I mean, to be fair, if you don't, you've probably been brainwashed by concepts such as "black people can think for themselves" and "trans women are women, too." Here, let me send you an article from Vice, written by a date rapist... excuse me, "male feminist," titled "You People Aren't Smart Enough To Keep Up With The Civilized Whites." If it looks like a KKK pamphlet, that's because it is—simply swap out the white hoods and swastikas with rainbows and "coexist" stickers.

I no longer want to be affiliated with a political party that imposes strict boundaries and standards for appropriate behavior on "the Negro" or "mentally ill transsexuals," with the exact same rhetoric as the KKK or Westboro Baptist Church. A return to the Jim Crow era is just that, regardless of how it's packaged.

...In Summary, All Of The Above Has Real-Life Consequences

You can throw a rock while wearing a blindfold and still hit a news story that illustrates the unintended consequences of emotionally-driven, ideologue-driven fallacies being brought into the real world, by the blind-to-their-own-bubble Democrats who generate them.

Regarding the "dictionary definition defense," take, for instance, University Of Cincinnati's most talked-about sexual assault case. Does it involve a sports team? A false flag from a girl carrying a mattress? Well, thanks to the fact that legal wording does not allow for gender segregation, a male student recently had a female student kicked out of school on a Title IX charge, i.e. he was drunk and supposedly couldn't consent. Oh, and the woman? She, weeks earlier, had a male tossed out of school on the same grounds. Apparently, this was an act of revenge, upheld by the current "definition" of assault. Why? Because the first person to report it is immediately taken seriously and the accused is immediately kicked out of school, no questions asked.

Speaking on political parties and ideologies as sports teams, go ahead and look up the name "Erin Pizzey." This woman is responsible for the birth of the domestic violence shelter. Due to her own courageous work, our society now has a place where victims of domestic violence can seek refuge. And, thanks to the work of radical feminist groups who opposed her unique stance on the gender war, Pizzey died homeless and broke.

From her Wikipedia page:

"Having moved to Santa Fe to write, Pizzey promptly became involved in running a refuge in New Mexico. Pizzey said of this work, 'I discovered that there were just as many women pedophiles as there were men. Women go undetected, as usual. Working against pedophiles is a very dangerous business.' Whilst living in Santa Fe, one of her dogs was shot and two others were stolen. Her family suffered new harassment following the publication of her 1982 book, Prone To Violence. Pizzey links much of the harassment to militant feminists and their objections to her research, findings and work. Following the abuse and threats in Santa Fe, she moved to Cayman Brac, Cayman Islands. Subsequently, she moved to Siena, Italy, where her writing and advocacy work continued. She returned to London in the late 1990s, homeless due to debt and in increasingly poor health."

Pizzey's crime? Treating sexual assault as a nonpartisan, gender-inclusive phenomenon, both in terms of accusers and the accused. In other words, she sided with the other team for a bit, calling for reform of the whole system. And, for this, she was literally kicked to the curb by her own supporters—out of the movement she spearheaded.

Lastly, speaking on the "pet minority" phenomenon, all you have to do is do an internet search for "Whole Foods MLK" and read up on the demographic history of the neighborhood. Now, read up on Nextdoor to find out which neighborhoods are "bad." You will then discover where the problematic "urban" population was bussed to. This works in any major city. Congratulations, you now understand why every black person on MTV Decoded has a valley girl accent. Welcome to Democratic "diversity." Please keep your subwoofers turned off and make sure not to BBQ after dark.

As a proud egalitarian who recognizes contributions from (and, issues surrounding) all women, non-whites, LGBTQ and working class people, the last thing my gut will let me do this election, is vote for a Democrat. Once you fuckers start caring about your policies and mission statements again, I'll take into account the Republican party's policies and mission statements. But, until then, it's about believing all women, supporting the rights of all black people and not using fascist literature to defend violence for any reason—regardless of how well-intended the movement behind it is. I've had these convictions for decades and they won't change, even though my voter's registration card already has.

MattRoseWriter@Gmail.com
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tired of people screaming at each other via equally under-informed friends. I am just so cares how you feel, other than you and your “Fuck how you feel?” Well, it’s true—no one emotions. Have you ever heard the saying, are both ill-conceived and based mostly on you are younger than thirty, your opinions on the entire spectrum of conversation. The chances are pretty fucking good, that if you have the disposable income to just take off for a week—to get shit faced with frat boys. Or, while you’re talking to your broke-as-fuck cousin about stressing over health insurance; they will chime in with, “You just have to have six month’s salary set aside to offset emergency medical costs.” You, sir or ma’am, can go fuck yourself. I’m over here worried if I take a day off work to see my son’s school play and how I’m going to pay my electric bill—I don’t have savings. Most people don’t have savings, so take that shit out on your boat and throw it the fuck overboard.

3) Religion Is Stupid, So Don’t Talk About It

I don’t interact very much with the Faceynspace or the Instacrap, but I do read it. I keep seeing people attempting to say that Christianity has made them a target and it offends people. However, literally no one is offended by your belief in a space ghost with a zombie son or any other cooky religions you happen to practice. It’s the white middle class’s favorite thing to pretend to be victimized by. “Oh, you just hate my faith...you’re a bigot!” No, fuckstain, we are offended by your racist, sexist, regressive ideas about how our world and our country should function. You can have all the fucking Jesus you want in your house or your church. You can put all the dumbass fish stickers you want on your car. You can openly say things like, “Jesus is my copilot.” All those things are fucking stupid, but you can do that all you want. Still, do not fucking talk about that shit at the dinner table ever—not ever. Do not mix that with government and do not try to fucking convert me. I swear to fucking God (that I don’t believe in), that I will literally take a cross and rub my balls on it. I’ll do it! Don’t fucking test me.

4) No One Wants To Hear How Much Money You Have (Or, Spend)

At every family get-together, there is someone who finds a way to bring their success into any conversation that may be happening at the time. They’ll walk up on a conversation about football and say, as they sigh too damn loud, “Yeaaa...thinking I’m gonna take the RV back to my college and camp out for the homecoming game.” They want you to know they own a hundred-thousand-dollar tour bus RV and they also want you to know they have the disposable income to just take off for a week—to get shit faced with frat boys. Or, while you’re talking to your broke-as-fuck cousin about stressing over health insurance; they will chime in with, “You just have to have six month’s salary set aside to offset emergency medical costs.” You, sir or ma’am, can go fuck yourself. I’m over here worried if I take a day off work to see my son’s school play and how I’m going to pay my electric bill—I don’t have savings. Most people don’t have savings, so take that shit out on your boat and throw it the fuck overboard.

5) No One Cares About Your Obscure Hobby

Are you super fucking into something really fucking specific like anime’, or horror movies? Well, please take this holiday as a chance to shut the fuck up about it. It isn’t that we don’t care about you—it’s just that we have no idea what the fuck you are talking about. We will stand there, politely, while you explain the subtle differences between this nerdy fucking thing and that nerdy fucking thing, but the whole time you’re talking, we are looking for a way out. It’s fucking hard to have a conversation where a person is trying to explain why this stupid thing or another is different or better than that stupid thing or another. It’s mentally draining for us. I am obsessed with conspiracies. I would talk about 9/11 all damn day if you let me. But, I’m self-aware enough to know that you don’t want to hear about that, or how much evidence I can pull up right this second, to show that there is a secret space program. I promise, I’ll shut up about it—just do me a favor, stand with me in solidarity, because you don’t care about my shit and I don’t care about yours.

I love every single person who reads my articles, and all joking aside, I truly hope you have an amazing holiday and reconnect with loved ones and friends who’ve drifted away, in this crazy, modern life we live. It’s not about you or me—it’s about us. So hug your crazy, racist, Christian aunt and suffer through all the bullshit that comes with your family. Just be happy and let that shit go for a day—it will do you some good.
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Hello there, Exotic readers! I'm using the column this month to reach out to you and plead to you. No, I'm not starting a GoFundMe to get my man-tits removed or trying to recruit you into a psychedelic sex cult. I'm pleading with you to sign up for health insurance, if you haven't got it already. November 1 is the open enrollment starting period of ObamaCare (the Affordable Care Act) and you should absolutely take advantage of it. I'm not one to wax political, but our government is a toilet that wants to flush this plan down the shitter, so get on it. But, this one isn't all healthcare and no funny! Did you guys think I'd leave you with just some unfunny, preachy bullshit? That's not how I roll. So, let's talk about how ObamaCare saved my life and prevented me from having an embarrassing death from a sex mishap.

Back in the day, I did a whole lot of drugs. I was a friend of many illicit substances, but my true mistress was the white queen: cocaine. It was not uncommon for me to go out on a weekend and snort my way through an 8-ball of the devil's snow, before wandering around a park at 3am and passing out next to city critters. Shit, sometimes that was a slow Wednesday. Now, if you aren't aware of what cocaine does to you, I'll give you the quick and dirty of it: your heart rate goes up, you get an energized euphoria and you feel invincible. You also get really horny sometimes. Now, cocaine is an asshole, because it makes your blood pressure spike with that euphoria—making your junk a deflated balloon in the process. Getting super horny on coke is akin to getting really hungry without a mouth. It is a cruel goddamn trick. You get the picture of what cocaine does to you, though, so that's all that matters. That brings me to one fateful night that almost killed my ass.

At the time, I was dating a woman that also loved cocaine. For some women, the white stuff makes the downstairs really dry. But, for some women, like my ex-girlfriend, it turns the basement into an infinity pool. We went out one night, got really drunk and did his and her 8-balls before going home in a jittery, coked-out haze. We get home and she is as horny as ever. This woman wants to get gorilla fucked six ways from Sunday and I'm sitting here with a windsock of a dick—ready to retire for the evening. It's at this point that I'll tell you that telling a coked-out, horny woman “no” is a terrible idea—you'll lose that argument one-hundred percent of the time. She demanded dick and I told her of his untimely retirement. She brushed this aside, took my dick out and attempted necromancy. She was gonna get this mother-fucker to rise from the dead, if it was the last thing she did. To her credit, she awoke the sleeping snake and it was fuck time. Now, when your dick does work on coke, the sex is fucking great. It feels incredible. So, we fuck and fuck and fuck, and it takes longer than usual to finish, which isn't abnormal on coke. And then it happens...the most thunderous orgasm I've had in my entire life. Unfortunately, it was followed by the worst pain I'd had in my entire life.

Let's pause here for a second, shall we? Painful things happen during sex pretty often. Hell, pain is the only way some of you rascals can even cum. Whether it is a cramp, twisting a weird way, slipping, partner squats on your dick weird, the guy is too big...sex is a rough game and things happen. Here's the thing, though: this was different. What had happened was, I came (very hard) and laid there for about thirty seconds, before my head felt like my skull was going to split in half. I'd gotten migraines before, but those were bitch shit compared to this. It felt like my brain was going to have a stroke. My skin was hot and I could barely breathe. Sufficed to say, I was terrified. I probably shit a little, I definitely peed a drop or two and I was thinking that this could be the end. And then it stopped, out of nowhere. It was like a Charlie horse inside my skull. I immediately ate a banana and drank water, assuming it was Charlie horse adjacent at least (I was full of cocaine and whiskey, shut up). So, the sex nightmare was done and I went to sleep. The issue is, that for the next two weeks, this sex migraine would happen after EVERY orgasm! I was now officially afraid to cum!!!

I went to the doctor and got myself checked out. I didn't tell him about all the coke use—just some. I told him about what had happened and how it had happened. He didn't care how big my orgasm was, just so you know—which was unnecessary information. But, I got checked out, and apparently, I'm lucky to be alive. My blood vessels were essentially trying to burst when I had an orgasm, because of all the stress my tubby ass was putting on my heart with the cocaine. There was a substantial chance that one of those nuts could have killed me had I not gotten checked out. I'm better now, though, because I'm sober and because I went and got checked out. You know why I got checked out? It sure as fuck wasn't because I could have shot a death load on my girlfriend at any given moment...it was because I was insured and I knew it wouldn't destroy me financially. So, the moral of the story is, get insurance and go get checked out—so you don't cum to death.
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